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Ken Leonard, Director
ITS Joint Program Office
Ken.Leonard@dot.gov

www.pcb.its.dot.gov

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ITS Standards can make your life easier. Your procurements will go more smoothly and you’ll encourage competition, but only if you know how to write them into your specifications and test them. This module is one in a series that covers practical applications for acquiring and testing standards-based ITS systems.  I am Ken Leonard, director of the ITS Joint Program Office for USDOT, and I want to welcome you to our newly redesigned ITS standards training program of which this module is a part. We are pleased to be working with our partner, the Institute of Transportation Engineers, to deliver this new approach to training that combines web-based modules with instructor interaction to bring the latest in ITS learning to busy professionals like yourself. This combined approach allows interested professionals to schedule training at your convenience, without the need to travel. After you complete this training, we hope that you will tell colleagues and customers about the latest ITS standards and encourage them to take advantage of the archived version of the webinars. ITS Standards training is one of the first offerings of our updated Professional Capacity Training Program. Through the PCB program we prepare professionals to adopt proven and emerging  ITS technologies that will make surface transportation safer, smarter, and greener, which improves livability for us all. You can find information on additional modules and training programs on our website www.pcb.its.dot.gov. Please help us make even more improvements to our training modules through the evaluation process. We look forward to hearing your comments. Thank you again for participating and we hope you find this module helpful.



T351
Center-to-Center (C2C)

Reference Implementation (RI):
Applying the C2C Reference 

Implementation
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This course is the T351 Module: Center-to-Center Reference Implementation – Applying the C2C RI. This course includes a separate student supplement, which contains useful information for a more complete understanding of this material.This module is intended for those who will actually use the C2C RI software. The presentation includes several videos showing how detailed aspects of the software works and guides the user in understanding its operation.



Instructor
Kenneth Vaughn, P.E.

President
Trevilon LLC
Magnolia, TX, USA

44

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ken Vaughn is a national ITS expert for ISO TC 204 and the founder of Trevilon LLC. He has developed test software to verify device conformance to NTCIP and has provided testing services in the industry for over a decade.



Install and configure the C2C RI on a PC

Operate the C2C RI

Retrieve the C2C RI results from a test

Prepare a report based on the C2C RI 
results
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: 4 learning objectives of moduleThis module has four learning objectives.



Install and configure
the Center-to-Center (C2C) 

Reference Implementation (RI)
on a personal computer
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: Introduce first learning objectiveThe first learning objective is to understand how to install and configure the C2C Reference Implementation (C2C RI) on a PC.



Obtaining the C2C RI

Obtain the latest version
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Download at:
https://www.standards.its.dot.gov/DeploymentResources/Tools

Site is updated with the latest version

User Manual is included

Technical support via e-mail at: c2crisupport@transcore.com

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key message: The website where the C2C RI can be obtainedThe C2C RI provides a freely available and valuable resource to assist in this testing.It is available at www.standards.its.dot.gov/DeploymentResources/ToolsThis site will be maintained with the latest release.The user manual for the tool is also available at this site.Technical support for the tool is available via e-mail at C2C RI Support @ Transcore “dot” com.

https://www.standards.its.dot.gov/DeploymentResources/Tools
mailto:c2crisupport@transcore.com


Review Requirements

System requirements

 Interoperability requirements

Skillset requirements for operator

Requirements to Run C2C RI
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: Identify the key requirement areas that will be discussed on following slidesIn order to successfully use the C2C RI, there are three key areas where requirements need to be considered: System requirementsInteroperability requirementsAnd skillset requirements for the operator of the toolWe’ll address each of these on the following slides.



Review Requirements

Recommended Minimum System Requirements
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Windows 7 or 8
▫ 64-bit Professional

2 GHz processor
4 GB RAM
1 GB Storage
1 Gbps Ethernet interface
Java SE Runtime Environment (JRE) V7.17

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key message: System Requirement DetailsThe C2C RI is designed to run on Windows 7 or 8<Click>But it needs to be the 64-bit Professional versions of these platforms. It has not yet been formally tested on Windows 10; my personal experience is that I receive an occasional error message, but I’ve not experienced any real problems in Windows 10.<Click>It is recommended that the machine have at least:A 2 GHz processor<Click>4 GB of RAM<Click>1 GB of storage <Click>1 Gbps Ethernet connection<Click>Java SE Runtime Environment (JRE) v7.17



Review Requirements

Interoperability is the main purpose of ITS 
Standards

The ability of two or more systems or 
components to exchange information and use 
the information that has been exchanged

-- IEEE 610.12 

Interoperability Requirements
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: Explain why testing is importantThe purpose of the C2C RI is to verify interoperability. Interoperability is the main purpose of ITS standards, but what is “interoperability”? Interoperability is defined as “the ability of two or more systems or components to exchange information and use the information that has been exchanged.” In other words, the receiving subsystem must not only be able to receive the information, it must be able to understand and use the information as intended. As a simple example, consider two systems that exchange a comma separated value (CSV) file. If the receiving system is a simple cloud storage system and does not know how to read the CSV file, the two systems would not be considered “ interoperable” because the receiver is unable to “use the information.” However, interoperability is realized when another system that is able to read and use the CSV file connects to the cloud service and downloads the file. The cloud storage system still offers useful services, but it does not reach what IEEE (and the ITS standards community) has defined as “interoperability,” Obviously, this is just a simple example intended solely to highlight the  key distinguishing feature of the term.



Review Requirements

C2C interoperability testing relies upon:
 User needs (Module A321a)
 Requirements (Module A321b)
 Design (TMDD and NTCIP 2306 Standards)
 Verification (Module T321)
 Validation (Module T321)
 C2C RI (Module T251 and T351)

Passing C2C RI does not guarantee full interoperability
 Requires user interaction 
 Not exhaustive
 Standards may have ambiguities

Interoperability Requirements
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Message: Explain why testing is importantThe C2C RI is designed to assist in interoperability testing, but interoperability requires several other resources.<Click>In order to realize the desired level of interoperability, we must clearly define our needs and specify the desired system with requirements. In other words, in our previous example, does the receiving system just parse the CSV file and add it to its database, or is the receiving system supposed to perform an operation based on the information? Needs and requirements define precisely what result is expected from the interoperability and the requirements to claim conformance to various features. Standardized needs and requirements are defined in the TMDD; Modules A321a and A321b provide guidance on how to specify optional features from these standards.<Click>We also need a precise definition of the design details used to satisfy the requirements. The TMDD and NTCIP 2306 provide the precise design for each requirement along with traceability back to the standardized requirements and user needs.<Click>However, interoperability can only be ensured if we also verify that all components conform to the specified design. Module T321 assists in developing the test documentation to verify and validate the system.<Click>This module, along with T251, goes a step further and describes how to use the center-to-center reference implementation (C2C RI) and the benefits it provides.<Click>It should be noted that passing the C2C RI testing does not guarantee full interoperability. <Click>While the tool performs many checks, it requires extensive user interaction. <Click>Performing exhaustive testing would simply require too much time; the C2C RI is currently designed to check the most obvious issues and the tool will likely be enhanced over time based on user feedback. <Click>In addition, it is possible that the standards themselves may have ambiguities. While for the most part the standard does appear to be interoperable, new issues may be discovered that will have to be addressed with an update to the standard.



Review Requirements

Required Skillset of Operator
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Encoding languages

Protocols

Windows networking

ITS standards

Testing experience

Scripting language

System under test

See T251 for details

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key message: Review user requirementsIn course T251, the C2C RI: Introduction, we detail the array of skills that a C2C RI operator needs to have, but they are worth reviewing. You’ll have a better understanding of why some of these skills are required by the end of this course.The user needs to be familiar with encoding languages, especially XML, as the user will need to create and interpret message contents in many tests.The user needs to be familiar with protocols to understand what the tests are doing and in order to resolve problems in the test setup.The user needs to be familiar with Windows Networking to be able to properly configure the tests and ensure that messages are being sent across the network.The user needs to be familiar with ITS standards to know which requirements to check and to verify that failures detected by the C2C RI are in fact issues of nonconformanceThe user needs to have testing experience and know how to perform repeatable tests in a methodical manner according to industry standards.The user may need to be familiar with scripting languages, if the user needs to extend the default test cases in any way. We will not cover this aspect of skills in this module as this is a rather exceptional scenario, but the user documentation does define how to produce custom scripts to extend the C2C RIThe user needs to be familiar with the system under test and know how to make the system properly interact with the C2C RI.A full description of each of these is provided in Module T251, but if you are taking this advanced-level course, we assume that you have these skills.



Basic Configuration

Understand C2C Environment
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C2C RI tests Center-to-Center communications 

One center is called the “owner”; the other is the “external”

Exchanges include discovery and data exchange

Owner External

Discover
Services

Exchange
Data

Source: TRANSCOM Source: NYCDOT

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key message: Set the context of the testing with terminologyThe primary purpose of the C2C RI is to test systems for conformance to center-to-center standards. To understand how to use the tool, we first have to understand some of the base terminology and concepts involved in C2C communications.<Click>Within any exchange, one center is called the owner center and the other is called the external center. The owner center is generally the one providing ITS information to the external requester.<Click>The process used for the two systems to exchange data involves two steps. The first step is to discover services <Click>and the second is to exchange data using those services. The discovery is achieved by the owner center providing a file that defines the services that it offers using an open format.ThinkStock Images: 87131447, 139863899, 520500316



Basic Configuration

Understand C2C Environment
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For the purpose of testing, either end (or both) can be replaced by 
C2C RI

A real test would replace only one end of system

Presentation connects two C2C RIs to demonstrate each mode

Owner External

Discover
Services

Exchange
Data

Source: TRANSCOM Source: NYCDOT

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key message: The C2C RI serves the role of one (or potentially both) of the centers in C2C communicationsUsing our deployed environment as the base condition, this graphic depicts how the C2C RI can serve<Click>as either the owner center<Click>or the external center. The C2C RI is configured for one mode and used to test the other center.<Click>In our presentation, we’ll demonstrate both modes of the C2C RI and then test it against itself. <Click>This is a useful way to test your setup to ensure you have the C2C RI configured correctly.Nonetheless, while our demonstrations will test between two C2C RI implementations, realize that a real test would only replace one of the end systems.ThinkStock Images: 87131447, 139863899, 520500316
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
That brings us to our first pop quiz.



Which of the following statements is untrue?

a) C2C standards define how services can be discovered

b) A C2C exchange occurs between an “Owner center” and an 
“External center”

c) The C2C RI software is available for free

d) ITS standards only define how to exchange information

Answer Choices

Question
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Review of Answers

a) C2C standards define how services can be discovered

Incorrect. The WSDL file allows an External center to discover 
the services offered by an Owner center.

b) A C2C exchange occurs between an “Owner center” and an 
“External center”

Incorrect. Exchanges occur between Owner and External 
centers.

c) The C2C RI software is available for free

Incorrect. The C2C RI can be downloaded for free from 
https://www.standards.its.dot.gov/DeploymentResources/Tools.

d) ITS standards only define how to exchange information

Correct! ITS standards also define how to use information,

17

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ITS standards only define how to exchange informationCorrect! ITS standards also define how to use information

https://www.standards.its.dot.gov/DeploymentResources/Tools


Basic Configuration

Steps to Set Up the C2C RI
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1. Install the C2C RI

2. Define initial configuration of C2C RI

3. Configure the service announcement file

4. Configure the C2C RI to reference the file

5. Identify applicable test cases

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key message: The website where the C2C RI can be obtainedNow we’ll review the process to set up the C2C RI. <Click>The process includes installing the software and performing some basic configuration steps related to the installed environment. <Click>Once the C2C RI is properly installed, we will configure it to support the services offered by the owner center through the use of a service announcement file. <Click>Finally, we’ll identify the test cases that should be performed for our deployment.



Basic Configuration

Installation and Initial C2C RI Configuration
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1. Install using the supplied Windows installer

2. Start the C2C RI

3. Configure default directories, etc.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key message: Install the C2C RI and Initial configurationThe C2C RI is distributed as a standard Windows installer file. When running the installer, it is strongly recommended to install the program into its default directory to avoid any erroneous error warnings when running the software.Once the software is installed, you’ll need to configure the default directories for file storage along with some other basic information. 



Basic Configuration

Initial C2C RI Configuration
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All directories 
must exist on the 
local machine; 
changing the 
values is 
especially 
important if the 
C2C RI is not 
installed in the 
default location

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key message: Visually display how initial configuration is achievedPlay video.In this video we’ll learn how to customize the default directories and some other parameters for the C2C RI. To customize these values, go to Tools | Options, which will bring up the dialog box for your options. On the “General” tab, you’ll be able to configure your username as well as your organization name, and configure your default directories for various file types. Any invalid directories will appear in red; you can either replace them in straight text or by using the browser dialog.Also, go to the “Logging” tab and make sure that the directory location on that tab is also correctly set.The default values provided on the other tabs should already have appropriate values for normal testing. Once you’re done, you can click on “Save” and then “Done.”






Basic Configuration

Configure the Owner Center WSDL File
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Discovery of Services

 NTCIP 2306 requires the use of a Web Services Description 
Language (WSDL) file to define supported services

 The Owner Center should define its own WSDL file properly 
configured

 WSDL is based on XML

 Primary purpose of WSDL is to define supported services
▫ Also used to auto-configure the C2C RI

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key message: Introduce WSDL fileNow that we have installed the software, we can investigate how to use it. We mentioned that the first part of a connection between two centers is the discovery of services. <Click>Services are defined in a Web Services Description Language (WSDL) file. The WSDL file provides a definition of the services and messages supported by the owner center. It may also identify publication services that should be supported by external centers that use a subscription service. <Click>Discovery is achieved by the external center retrieving the WSDL file from the owner center, per the requirements in NTCIP 2306. It is the responsibility of the owner center to define its own WSDL file that conforms to NTCIP 2306 and to make it available to authorized external centers. Implementers should be aware that several off-the-shelf tools that assist in the generation of WSDL files do not produce files that are conformant with some of the rules within the current version of NTCIP 2306. It is the responsibility of the implementer to overcome these obstacles. There is no restriction on the number of WSDL files a center publishes; thus an implementation can publish both the generated version and the NTCIP 2306 version, if needed. In short, it is the responsibility of the owner center to advertise the services that it offers; it does this through the use of the WSDL file. The external center only needs to read this file and determine which services it wishes to use.<Click>The WSDL file format is based on XML. Thus, these are documents that are relatively human-readable and easy to edit with any number of off-the-shelf text editors.



Basic Configuration
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WSDL Defines:
 Schema files that define data structures
 Messages using data structures
 Operations that define message sequences
 Ports on which the operations are available
 Bindings mapping operations to protocols
 Services mapping bindings to URLs

C2C RI does not automatically customize to your URL

Configure the Owner Center WSDL File

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key message: Explain what WSDL file doesA WSDL file defines services in a standard file format. <Click>The WSDL file format starts with references to the TMDD and other schema files that define the standardized – as well as any customized - detailed data structures. <Click>The WSDL file then combines these data structures into messages, which are also standardized by the TMDD<Click>and then defines how the messages can be ordered to form dialogs known as operations. Again, this is standardized by the TMDD<Click>The WSDL file then associates the operations with ports and binds them to specific protocol stacks; this is standardized to a small number of options.<Click>Finally, the file maps the bindings to services, which are assigned a URL. The URL is specific to a deployment.<Click>The good news is that most of this information is defined within the standards (e.g., TMDD), but of course the standard does not know the URL address of your particular owner center. So, if we are the owner center, we’ll need to tweak the default WSDL files to indicate the right URL before we try to start testing.



Basic Configuration
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WSDL files are associated with the Owner Center

C2C RI as External Center:
 C2C RI will check the provided WSDL file for conformance

▫ Some tools do not produce NTCIP 2306-conformant WSDL 
files

C2C RI as Owner Center:
 You’ll need to customize the default WSDL files to use your URL
 All of the changes are in the last few lines of the file

C2C RI provides sample WSDL files; our example uses
<C2C RI Directory>/Test Files/release2+.wsdl

Configure the Owner Center WSDL File

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key message: Explain where to find draft WSDL fileWSDL files are associated with (provided by) the owner center.<Click>If you’re operating the C2C RI in external center mode, you’ll just need to configure the C2C RI to reference the WSDL file provided by the owner center (i.e., the system under test). In this case, the C2C RI will check the provided WSDL file for conformance to standards. As mentioned earlier, some deployments have discovered that the WSDL automatically generated by some tools do not conform precisely to the NTCIP 2306 format. The C2C RI will flag these issues so that the developer of the owner center can correct them.<Click>If you’re using the C2C RI in owner center mode, you will need to provide the WSDL file for the external center(s) to reference. Luckily, the C2C RI includes sample WSDL files, but these files will need to be updated to reflect the URL currently in use by the C2C RI owner center. For example, you’ll need to change the default web address to reflect the IP address or domain name of your C2C RI instance. This is done in the last few lines of the file.<Click>On the next slide, we’ll demonstrate how this is done on one sample file, but be aware that the C2C RI relies upon several different instances of WSDL files for different tests. You’ll need to change all of the files that you use in order for your tests to work correctly.



Basic Configuration
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No need to change 
External Center 
address

Configure the Owner Center WSDL File

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key message: The edits necessary to the default WSDL filePlay video.You can open the WSDL file using any standard text editor. The WSDL file tends to be rather large; this is a relatively simple one showing only a few messages. But if you scroll to the very bottom of the file, you’ll find sections labeled “OWNER CENTER Services” and “EXTERNAL CENTER Services”. The portion that you need to change is the “location” attribute of the “SOAP address” for each defined owner center “port.”  In this example, the “tmddOCSoapHttpServicePort” has a location of http://CRCRIOC:8080/SoapTry. This location address needs to be updated so that it points to the actual URL where the service will be instantiated. In other words, for a C2C RI acting as an owner center, we need to change the “C2CRIOC” portion of the address to an actual IP address or domain name. In this example, our local IP address is “10. 211.55.1,” so we replace the “C2CRIOC” with that IP address. We then copy that address and replace all other occurrences of “C2CRIOC” within the OWNER CENTER Services section as well.We do not need to worry about replacing any EXTERNAL CENTER  instances of the address because that will be handled automatically by the system at runtime. We only need to modify the OWNER CENTER instances; the EXTERNAL CENTER instance will have no effect.Once you have made the edits, you can save the file and close your file.






Basic Configuration

Configure the C2C RI to Use WSDL File
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key message: Visually explain steps to configure the C2C RI to point to the WSDL filePlay video.Now that we’ve saved our updated WSDL file, the next step is to link the C2C RI configuration file to the WSDL file. To do this, we’ll open and edit our sample configuration file. This example is based on the NTCIP 2306 test WSDL file, so we’ll open the NTCIP2306OCS configuration file. We then select the “System Under Test” tab and make sure that the “Web Services URL” address is appropriately set. Since we are acting as an owner center, the WSDL file we just edited is stored locally on our machine and the address starts with file://localhost/c:/Followed by the path and filename (c2cri/testfiles/release2+.wsdl) If we were editing the External Center configuration file, we would either need to reference the URL address of the WSDL file on the owner center server (for example with an http:// address) or we would need to download a copy of that file to our local machine and then reference it with  a local URL address that would start with file://localhost. NOTE: We do not need to worry about setting the IP address, port, or host name fields. The settings in the WSDL file override the values set in these fields and these fields have no effect in the current version of the C2C RI. Once the Web Service URL is properly configured, you can click the “Close” button and save the file at the prompt.






Configuration for a Specific Test

Configure the Needs and Requirements to Test
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key message: Visually explain the process to identify the test cases that relate to the selected requirements and user needsPlay video.The next step is to configure the C2C RI for a specific test. To do this, open the configuration file and go to the appropriate “Layer Parameters” tab. In our example, we’re testing the lower layers, so we will go to the “Application Layer Parameters” tab. Here, we can indicate which standardized options we want the C2C RI to test. The settings on these tabs will limit which test cases are visible when you are in the C2C RI “execute” mode. The table structure follows the Needs to Requirements Traceability Matrix defined in the standards and should be filled out based on the options supported by your system under test to ensure that you can run all applicable tests once you’re in the execute mode.  The upper portion of the screen indicates the user needs defined in the standard. Any items that the standard defines as “mandatory” will be flagged for testing without any option to remove the flag. Users may flag “optional” needs as desired. In this example, there are three options, and we have flagged all three for testing. Your configuration should reflect the capabilities of the system that you are testing. Selecting one of the rows of the Need table will automatically populate entries in the Requirements table. This table works in a similar manner as above. Items that are mandatory will always be flagged; optional items can be flagged as needed. The test parameters table is provided when the standardized Needs to Requirements Traceability Matrix has additional parameters defined for a requirement. This does not occur within NTCIP 2306, but we can look at the “Information Layer Parameters” tab to see how this works. For example, if we select the Verify Connection Active user need and the Send Center Active Verification Upon Request requirement, the Test Parameters table is populated with one entry that describes the required response time for the owner center. The test procedure uses this value to determine how long to wait for a response prior to failing the response step. As with all of the other entries on this screen, the value assigned for this parameter should be based on the advertised capabilities of the system under test. Once you are done with your selections, you can select the Close button and save your settings at the prompt.






Configuration for a Specific Test

Ready to Test
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Your test case is now ready to test

Owner External

Discover
Services

Exchange
Data

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key message: Summarize that we now have completed basic configurationWe’ve discussed how to install and configure the C2C RI and have customized the WSDL files. We’re now ready to perform some tests using our test setup.ThinkStock Images: 520500316
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
That brings us to our first pop quiz.



What is the primary purpose of a WSDL file?

a) Configure the C2C RI

b) Report errors to the user

c) Define the services offered by the owner center

d) All of the above

Answer Choices

Question

29



Review of Answers

a) Configure the C2C RI

Incorrect. While the C2C RI uses the WSDL file, the purpose of 
the file is much broader and includes operational deployment.

b) Report errors to the user

Incorrect. The WSDL file does not report errors.

c) Define the services offered by the owner center

Correct! The WSDL file defines the services offered by the 
owner center and how remote systems can access these 
services.

d) All of the above

Incorrect. Options A and B are incorrect.

30

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Define the services offered by the owner centerCorrect! The WSDL file defines the services offered by the owner center and how remote systems can access these services.



Install and configure the C2C RI on a PC

Operate the C2C RI

31

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’ve completed the first learning objective for installing and configuring the C2C RI; we’ll now look at our second learning objective.



Operate
the C2C RI
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key message:The second learning objective is to learn how to operate the C2C RI.



Request – Reply Exchange

Start a Test – Owner Center
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key message: Visually explain how to start a test case on the owner centerPlay video.To execute a test, select the execute option from the file menu, or select the execute button. The C2C RI will prompt you for a test name. In this case, since we’re running as an owner center, we’ll enter “OC_Test”. We also need to select the configuration file that we want to use. We’ll select the same configuration file we just customized, “NTCIP2306OCS.ricfg”, meaning that this C2C RI instance will be acting as an owner center testing an external center. You can also enter notes about the test. After we click on “Accept,” the C2C RI will enter its “execute” mode. Since we are testing the lower layers, click on the “Application” tab in the left-hand window and then select an appropriate test case. You can see a description of each test by hovering over the test name. We’ll select the first test case, SHRR-EC, which tests to see if the external center (EC) can communicate using “SOAP over HTTP” (SH) for request-reply exchanges (RR).  We can now run our test by pressing the “Run” button. Many of the C2C RI test cases include variables that can be configured by the user. These variables can be set within data files or can be presented at prompts at the start of tests. By default, this test prompts the user for several values. The first value is the name of the service defined in the WSDL file that the tester wants to use for this test. Remember, this test is only testing NTCIP 2306 (i.e., the lower layers of the communications stack), but to test these layers, the C2C RI needs to send something in the upper layers. It doesn’t matter what we send as long as the external center supports the information and it conforms to the parameters of this test (in other words, in this case it should be a request-reply SOAP over HTTP service since we chose the SHRR test case.)  We can find the service name by looking at the WSDL file. Back where we entered the address for our owner center, we discover the name of the service we were specifying was “tmddOCSoapHttpService”. We can copy this name into the prompt. The C2C RI then prompts us for the Subscription Port Name for Iteration 1. Once again, this is defined in the WSDL file. The “tmddOCSoapHttpService” includes several ports, the one for SOAP over HTTP is called “tmddOCSoapHttpServicePort”. We’ll copy this name into the prompt. Next, the C2C RI prompts for the Subscription Operation Name. This is also defined in the WSDL file. In this case, we have to realize that the “tmddOCSoapHttpServicePort“ is of type “tmddOCSoapHttpServiceBinding”.  If we search the WSDL file on that name, we discover it is defined to support a variety of operations. We’ll pick the “OP_DMSInventoryRequest” operation to use for our example. Finally, the C2C RI prompts for the Response Message for iteration 1. This is the actual instance of the XML message that the C2C RI owner center will respond with when an external center makes a request. The C2C RI does not generate this automatically and this is a key reason why the tester must be very familiar with XML and the TMDD standards. However, the WSDL file does reference the schema (that is, a template) for this message. If we search on the operation name, we discover that the output message (i.e., the message to be provided by the owner center) is the MSG_dMSInventoryMessage and if we search on that term, we discover that this message consists of a single part as defined by the TMDD’s dmsInventoryMsg. We then just have to develop an instance of an XML message using the TMDD standard format and paste the resulting string into this prompt. Luckily, I already have a sample message saved that I will copy and paste into the program. The owner center instance of the C2C RI now has all the necessary information to perform the test. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key message: Visually explain how to start a test on an external centerPlay video.To run the test, we also need to make sure that our external center is running. To do this, we’ll launch a second instance of the C2C RI. We follow the same process to start this instance, but we will use a configuration file that is set to run in external center mode rather than the owner center mode.  Because we are running as an external center, we end up with a slightly different list of tests in our Application tab. To make sure that both instances expect the right sequence of messages, we need to make sure that we choose the complementary test case in the external center; in this case, it is the SHRR-OC test case.  We then press the “Run” button as we did before and answer the prompts. The first three prompts will be answered the same as before – in other words, the external center should call the operation using the port and service that the owner center was configured to expect. However, the fourth prompt will have a different response. Whereas the owner center was configured with a response message, the external center will send the request message. The format of this message is also referenced in the WSDL file, but as the “input” flow to the OP_DMSInventoryRequest. Luckily, I also have a copy of a sample instance of this message stored locally. Now both instances of the C2C RI are ready to begin testing.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key message: Visually explain how the interaction between the centers workPlay the video.Now both C2C RI instances are running side-by-side with all the information that they need. The instance on the left is the owner center and the instance on the right is the external center. It is the tester’s job to make sure that the two systems are ready for the exchanges to be tested. In the request/response model that we are using here, the owner center listens for incoming requests and responds when requests are received. As such, we need to make sure that the owner center is listening before the external center transmits its request. To do this, we’ll accept our final input value on the owner center first; after some initial checks, the C2C RI will indicate that it is ready to receive an incoming request. Accept that message and then accept the final prompt on the external center instance. The External Center instance then performs various checks and eventually sends the request message to the owner center. The owner center instance then responds automatically and both instances process the information that was exchanged. The final results are recorded in the table at top, with more detailed information presented below. Once testing is complete, the user can terminate the test and exit the testing; the file will be saved automatically.
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Entering data at prompts can become time consuming

Text entered for messages has to be precise 
 Prompt provides little screen space to double-check entry
 Any error can cause the test case to fail

C2C RI allows the user to define data files to automate the 
process

Repeating a Test – Data Files
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key message: Introduce the concept of a data fileAs you may have already noticed, entering variables at the prompts, especially entire XML messages, can become quite time consuming and prone to error. <Click>Any error in these entries can cause the test case to fail and the prompts provide little screen space to check a large XML message.<Click>In order to overcome this, the C2C RI tool allows a user to provide this information in data files. This allows the user to enter the data once and then perform the test multiple times.The User Guide describes how to create a data file from scratch; however, the easiest way to create your data file is to edit the default data files that are hidden within the tool itself. We’ll investigate how to do that in our next video.
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Testing with a Data File

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key message: Visually explain how to test create and use data filesPlay video.You can create your custom C2C RI data file using any text editor, but the easiest way to make sure you define all of the needed parameters for the test case is to copy the default data files provided by the C2C RI itself. To do this, you’ll need to extract the appropriate “data” file from the “jar” archive. This can be done with any file archiving software package that supports “jar” files; we’ll use the 7-zip file manager. Open 7-zip and navigate to the C2C RI installation directory and then go to the TestSuites subdirectory. This directory contains several files; open the “jar” file that corresponds to your test case. In our example, we want to customize a test case from the NTCIP 2306 test suite, so we will open the NTCIP2306v01_69Signed.jar file. Inside of the jar file, open the appropriate Layer directory. The NTCIP 2306 jar file uses a AppLayer directory, whereas the TMDD jar file uses an InfoLayer directory. After opening the “Layer” directory, open the “Data” directory. You will now see a list of every test case defined in the test suite. Many of these tests are designed to test the C2C RI itself and will only appear in the C2C RI user interface if you use some advanced options. All you need to be concerned about are the file names that correspond with the test cases that you want to customize. In our case, this would be the files that start with “TCS-C2CRI-NTCIP2306-WSME-SUT-SHRR*.data” Now we need to save these files to our desired location in an unencrypted format. 7-zip allows us to do this by right clicking on the files and selecting the “Copy To…” option, and then selecting the location we want to save to. Copies of these files are now stored in that location and we can open them in any text editor.  This is the default data file provided by the C2C RI. All we need to do is to edit the tags that say “#USERDEFINED#” to the actual values you would like to use. In our example, we’ll enter the same values that we did before when we were using prompts; then we’ll save the file. We also make similar changes to the OC data file… The final task is to modify the C2C RI configuration files to use the supplied data files. To do this, open the C2C RI configuration file; we’ll start with the EC file. Select the <Layer> Test Cases tab. In our example, it will be the “Application Layer Test Cases” tab. This tab associates each test case with its source data file. If we scroll to the bottom of the list, we see our TCS-C2CRI-NTCIP2306-WSME-SUT-SHRR test cases. Configure each test case to its corresponding data file and then close and save the configuration. Repeat with the OC file. Now we can launch our two instances of the C2C RI again. We’ll start the OC first so that it will be ready to listen. This time, rather than prompting us for information, the tool immediately begins to perform checks and lets us know when it is ready to receive. After accepting the notice on the owner center instance, we can start the External Center and we discover that it also immediately begins the test without any prompts. This level of automation is critical for reliably repeating the performance of tests in an efficient manner.
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Data Files

You still have to know what values to enter
 Requires understanding of WSDL
 Requires understanding of XML
 Entries can be made once and saved

In version 1, the XML response message must be exact for the 
request

In version 2, the XML response message may be a super-set
 An inventory response message may contain a list of all signs 

within the region. If a request is received for only part of the 
region, Version 2 will only transmit signs within requested area

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key message: Overview for configuring the systems to use data filesAs shown in the video, the tester still needs to know how to read, edit, and create WSDL and XML files. However, data files allow the tester to prepare this information once for each scenario to be tested and then streamline the testing process. Within version 1 of the C2C RI, the response message configured in the owner center must be the exact message to be sent.  <Click>However, version 2 will allow this message to contain a super-set of information. For example, if the request is for a sign inventory within a certain geographic area, the owner center can be configured with a message that contains all signs in a larger region and the C2C RI will automatically filter out those signs that are outside of the requested area and respond with a shortened message. This will further aid in the testing process as the tester will not have to create a new response message for every variation of a request.



Subscription-Publication Exchange

 For Publications, your data file will use multiple #ITERATION tags

Running a Test with Multiple Publications

39

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key message: Explain how to define a data file for multiple publicationsThe C2C RI also supports sending multiple publications to a single subscription message.In fact, the data file for a subscription-publication test case can be written to define different variable values for each publication. This is done by using the #ITERATION tag and setting it to different values, and then accompanying that tag with its own set of variables as shown on this slide.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
That brings us to our second pop quiz



How can you get the C2C RI to publish 
multiple publications for one subscription?

a) Enter the number of publications in the configuration file

b) Use the #ITERATION keyword in the associated data file

c) Multiple publications are not supported by the C2C RI

d) The C2C RI can receive but not publish multiple publications

Answer Choices

Question
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Review of Answers

a) Enter the number of publications in the configuration file

Incorrect. The configuration file does not have a parameter like 
this.

b) Use the #ITERATION keyword in the associated data file

Correct! The user uses the #ITERATION keyword in the 
*.data file.

c) Multiple publications are not supported by the C2C RI

Incorrect. The C2C RI does support multiple publications with 
the #ITERATION keyword.

d) The C2C RI can only receive multiple publications

Incorrect. The C2C RI is able to both send and receive multiple 
publications. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Use the #ITERATION keyword in the associated data fileCorrect! The user uses the #ITERATION keyword in the *.data file.



Install and configure the C2C RI on a PC

Operate the C2C RI

Retrieve the C2C RI results from a test
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’ve completed the first two learning objectives for this module



Retrieve the C2C RI results 
from a test
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key message: Identify the third learning objectiveThe third learning objective is to learn how to view the results of a test.
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The C2C RI 
shows the results 
on-screen

Screen space is 
limited

Real-Time Results

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key message: C2C RI provides real-time resultsThe C2C RI presents results in real-time on the screen. The upper pane provides a summary for each test performed and the lower pane shows the step-by-step details of the selected test. When a step fails, the result cell provides a description of the failure. This allows the user to diagnose the problem without having to go through the entire process of generating a report. However, screen space is limited and the report format (which we’ll discuss later) may offer an easier to read format.
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A reported failure may be due to:
1. System Under Test (SUT) implementation error
2. SUT configuration error
3. Network configuration error
4. User error
5. C2C RI configuration error
6. C2C RI implementation error
7. Ambiguity in the standard

Each reported failure has to be investigated to determine 
cause

Understanding Results

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key message: Explain that a reported failure may be due to a variety of reasonsIt should be noted that when failures occur, they may be due to a variety of reasons other than the system under test having an error. While that is one potential source of the problem, the problem could also be due to:<Click>A configuration error of the system under test (SUT)<Click>A network configuration error<Click>A user error<Click>A C2C RI configuration error<Click>A C2C RI implementation error, or an<Click>Ambiguity in the standard<Click>Each failure reported by the C2C RI needs to be investigated in detail to determine the cause of the failure.
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Understand Results

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key message: Provide an example of a test that showed an errorAs an example, let’s investigate the error reported on the previous sample screen. <Click>This says that the test failed due to a transport error result; in other words, an error occurred related to the transport layer, or in our case, the TCP connection. Now let’s consider what the likely sources of this error might be.
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1. SUT implementation error
▫ Unlikely, as this tends to be off-the-shelf software

2. SUT configuration error
▫ We could be receiving on a different port

3. Improper network configuration 
▫ Perhaps the messages are not being routed

4. User error
▫ Probably would not result in a transport error

5. C2C RI configuration error
▫ Perhaps we are sending to the wrong IP address 

6. C2C RI implementation error
▫ Unlikely, as this tends to be off-the-shelf software

7. Ambiguity in standard
▫ Unlikely, as Transport Layer standards are well proven

Understand Results: Transport Error

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key message: Explain how to analyze a failure to determine the most likely sources of a failure (which may not be the implementation)The TCP stack tends to be off-the-shelf software and it is used for virtually any communication task, so it is unlikely that the error actually resides in the implementation of either the SUT or the C2C RI. Further, the standard has been well proven over years of use, so it is unlikely that the problem is due to an ambiguity in that standard. Finally, it is unlikely that any user error in performing the test would result in such a low-level error.That leaves three potential errors that are most likely to be the source:An improper SUT configuration, such as having the SUT listen to the wrong port numberAn improper network configuration, which might be preventing the messages from being properly routedAn improper C2C RI configuration, such as sending to the wrong IP address or port number.In short, this is almost certainly a configuration error rather than an error with the system under test. 
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How do we isolate the error?
 Follow the logical flow of information

▫ Did EC send request?
▫ Did request appear on the wire?

−Near the EC?
−Near the OC?

▫ Did OC receive the request?
▫ Did OC log an error or send a response?
▫ Did the response appear on the wire?
▫ Did the EC receive the response?
▫ Did the EC log an error?

Understand Results: Transport Error

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key message: Provide examples of how one can further isolate the errorThe user can then diagnose the issue by simply following the logical flow of information. The C2C RI logs can assist in isolating the error. The Message Summary Report will identify the messages that are sent and received by the C2C RI; there is a good chance that the SUT will have a similar log capability. So one should be able to check to see if one system attempted to send a message and whether the intended recipient ever received it.  However, the final resolution of the problem may need to use a line analyzer to identify why one system believes it is sending a message while the other system does not record it (e.g., did the message ever reach the wire, and if so, was it addressed to the intended target).This same sort of process of following the logical flow of what should be happening should assist in identifying the source of the problem.
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Issues should be documented in anomaly reports

Once anomaly is identified, fix issue and repeat test

Correction may identify or even create new issues

A complete regression test should be performed at end 

Capturing Results for Archives

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key message: Discuss how to document anomaliesAll issues should be documented in anomaly reports. These reports should follow the format defined in IEEE 829-2008 and should provide enough information that the issue can be recreated. Once the anomaly is identified, it should be resolved and the system should be retested. A user may wish to retest all known failures before starting a retest of the entire system; but as software changes can sometimes have unintended consequences, it is critical to retest all test cases using the final version of software.
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Results are captured to the log file during test

File is automatically saved and signed when closing test

File location can be specified when:
 Defining directory structure under options
 Starting test
 After test by moving file to desired location

Capturing Results for Archives

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key message: Explain how results are saved to a fileDuring the test, the C2C RI will automatically record all of the test results. Once a testing session is complete and the user closes the file, the C2C RI will encrypt and sign the information in order to securely store the results. The location of the resultant file can be specified as a part of the directory options under the tools menu, as a part of the process when the test is started, or after testing by the user moving the captured file to the desired directory.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
That brings us to our third pop quiz



Which of the following might cause the C2C 
RI to report a failure?

a) Ambiguity in standard

b) SUT configuration error

c) C2C RI configuration error

d) All of the above

Answer Choices

Question
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Review of Answers

a) Ambiguity in standard

Incorrect. An ambiguity in the standard can cause a failure, but 
so can the other options.

b) SUT configuration error

Incorrect. An error in the SUT configuration can cause a failure, 
but so can the other options.

c) C2C RI configuration error

Incorrect. An error in the SUT configuration can cause a failure, 
but so can the other options.

d) All of the above

Correct! All three options can cause the C2C RI to report a 
failure.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Test proceduresCorrect! All three options can cause the C2C RI to report a failure.



Install and configure the C2C RI on a PC

Operate the C2C RI

Retrieve the C2C RI results from a test

Prepare a report based on the C2C RI 
results
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’ve now completed three of our learning objectives and will now discuss the last



Prepare a report
based on the 

C2C RI results
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key message: Identify the fourth learning objectiveThe fourth learning objective is to prepare reports based on the C2C RI results.



Preparing Reports

Preparing Reports
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key message: Explain how to produce the PDF reports offered by the C2C RIThe C2C RI offers the user the ability to produce a variety of different reports. Any of these reports can be generated by selecting the Reports option under the File menu.In the dialog box, select whether you would like to generate a configuration or log report by selecting the appropriate tab. Once on the tab, you can enter the desired report filename and select the configuration or log file you want to generate the report from. Finally, select the type of report you would like to generate and press the “Create PDF” button.The C2C RI will then generate a PDF file as directed. Once the report generation is complete, you can go to the directory structure and open the PDF file with any PDF reader.






Preparing Reports

IEEE 829-2008 Report Formats
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IEEE 829 Report C2C RI Report

Test Log

Test Case Details
Message Summary
Message Details
Script Log
Configuration File Details

Anomaly Report <Same as above>

Test Report
Conformance Compliance Report
Test Case Summary
Section 1201 Conformance (Version 2 only)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key message: Map how the various reports generated by the C2C RI can assist in preparing IEEE reportsIt should be noted that the C2C RI does not directly generate IEEE 829-2008 reports because it does not have all of the necessary information. Instead, the C2C RI generates reports that assist users in developing their own IEEE 829-2008 reports. This table maps the IEEE 829-2008 reports to the C2C RI reports that assist in their creation. We’ll discuss each of the IEEE 829-2008 reports on the following slides.



Preparing Reports

Chronological record of relevant details 
C2C RI provides four types of log reports

▫ Test Case Details: step-by-step log
▫ Message Summary: identifies each message 

sent/received with timestamp
▫ Message Detail: complete contents of each 

message sent/received
▫ Script Log: logs the start/end of each called 

script
May include other non-C2C RI logs

Test Log
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key message: Explain how the various reports generated by the C2C RI can assist in preparing an IEEE Test LogThe IEEE 829 test log is designed to provide a chronological record of relevant details of testing. It should generally log as much information as possible. The C2C RI divides the logs into several distinct reports due to the size that these reports can be. These reports include:Test Case Details, which provides a log of each test step performed in orderMessage Summary, which identifies each message sent/received by the application along with a timestampMessage Details, which shows the complete details of each message sent/received by the applicationScript Log, which provides a log entry every time the test entered or exited a test script.All of these logs can be useful in diagnosing problems and should be incorporated into the final test log.In addition, the IEEE 829 log may include any logs that are kept separately from the C2C RI. For example, a separate line analyzer tool may provide its own log or the tester may keep personal notes during the testing.



Preparing Reports

Any event that occurs during the testing process 
that requires investigation 
▫ Anomaly report documents

−The problem
−The impact
−The corrective action needed

All C2C RI test reports can assist in producing an 
anomaly report

Anomaly Report
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key message: Explain how the various reports generated by the C2C RI can assist in preparing an IEEE Anomaly ReportThe anomaly report is intended to document any event during the testing process that requires investigation; any of the C2C RI log reports may be able to assist in identifying these anomalies, but rather than providing the complete log, the anomaly report should analyze the information and provide a concise description of the problem, along with its impact and the corrective action needed. The C2C RI does not provide this level of analysis, only some useful tools to enable this analysis.



Preparing Reports

Summarize results and provide evaluation and 
recommendations
 Test Case Summary: 

▫ pass/fail for each test in chronological order
Conformance Compliance Report: 

▫ pass/fail for each req’t (reverse traceability)

Section 1201 Conformance: 
▫ pass/fail for each Section 1201 requirement

Test Report
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key message: Explain how the various reports generated by the C2C RI can assist in preparing an IEEE Test ReportFinally, IEEE 829 defines a Test Report. This is a summary report that provides evaluation and recommendations for the entire SUT. It should include both the:Test Case Summary, which identifies the pass/fail status of each test as performed in chronological order, and Conformance Compliance report, which indicates the pass/fail status for each requirement based on reversing the traceability tables (i.e., if a test failed, the associated requirements will be marked as failed).<Click>Version 2 of the C2C RI will also allow the user to generate a Section 1201 Conformance report. Section 1201 is the portion of the Safe, Accountable, Flexible, Efficient Transportation Equity Act: A Legacy for Users (more commonly known as SAFETEA-LU). This is the legislation that ensures agencies offer real-time monitoring and sharing of traffic and travel conditions of major highways across the U.S. The Section 1201 Conformance Report will show the pass/fail status for each Section 1201 requirement defined in the legislation. 
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Which C2C RI report will assist in developing 
an anomaly report?

a) Test Case Details

b) Message Summary

c) Message Details

d) All of the above

Answer Choices

Question
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Review of Answers

a) Test Case Details

Incorrect. The Test Case Details report will help identify the step 
where the error occurs, but other reports assist as well.

b) Message Summary

Incorrect. The Message Summary report will help identify if 
messages were sent/received, but other reports assist as well. 

c) Message Details

Incorrect. The Message Details report will help identify if a 
message contained an error, but other reports assist as well. 

d) All of the above

Correct! All of these reports assist in developing an 
Anomaly Report.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
All of the aboveCorrect! All of these reports assist in developing an Anomaly Report.



Install and configure the C2C RI on a PC

Operate the C2C RI

Retrieve the C2C RI results from a test

Prepare a report based on the C2C RI results

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What we have learned:How to install and configure the C2C RIHow to operate the C2C RIHow to retrieve results from the C2C RIHow to prepare an IEEE report based on the C2C RI results



TMDD Testing Curriculum

Module A321a: Understanding User Needs for Traffic Management 
Systems Based on TMDD Standard.

Module A321b: Specifying Requirements for Traffic Management 
Systems Based on TMDD Standard.

Module T321: Applying Your Test Plan to the TMDD Standard.

Module T251: Center-to-Center (C2C) Reference Implementation
(RI) – Introduction.

Module T351: Center-to-Center (C2C) Reference Implementation 
(RI): Applying the C2C Reference Implementation.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This module completes the TMDD training curriculum. 
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Feedback
Please use the Feedback link below to 
provide us with your thoughts and 
comments about the value of the training.

Thank you!

Thank you for completing this module.
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